
Custom Plasters

   

Data Sheet
AquaForte

AquaForte is a lime-wash specially designed to suit with gypsum-lime mortars, as our Enduit de
Montmorency, Plâtre Briard or  Heritage Juss, and with natural stone.

  

Definition

AquaForte is a traditionnal lime-wash, made out pure natural fat lime. 

Application

AquaForte can be used anytime you want wash a surface, inside as outside.

AquaForte is suitable on limestone, lime mortars, gypsum-lime renders and more generally any 
porous surface.

If reinforced with resin, it can also be used on any surfaces as concrete. 

Advantages

AquaForte is completely traditional lime-wah, preserving the hygroscopic qualities of the support.

AquaForte is recommended to finish works in gypsum lime renders as Enduit de Montmorency, 
Plâtre Briard or  Heritage Juss.

Due to its purely mineral composition without any synthetic binder, AquaForte gives a very smooth 
and mate surface. After setting, AquaForte recarbonates to the air.

To improve covering, overlaying is possible.

Aspect and range

AquaForte basis is white. It can be mass-tinted by adding lime compatible mineral pigments like 
ochres or earths.

It can be delivered premixed, with the exact selected color match.

According the number of coating, the covering is more or less strong. Please note than final 
covering is obtained when the product is dry. 

Caution

Moreover AquaForte is not a paint. AquaForte doesn't give protection against weathering to the 
treated support. Its role is purely decorative. 
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Preparatory conditions

In every case, support must be dry and dusted. 

Instructions

Working with lime is a matter of following the rules of the art and our technical specifications. 
For special cases or for additional information, please contact us.

Because there is lime in the mix, it is imperative to wear gloves and protective glasses. 

AquaForte should not be applied in very cold temperatures (not below 5 °C / 41 °F), or on a frozen 
or thawing support.

In hot weather, the coating needs to be protected from direct sun exposure while work is in progress
and during the first hour.

It is hand-mixed with the help of a mixer in a rubber container. A sedimentation is possible, thus be 
sure the mix remains homogeneous in the container through application time. If necessary mixed it 
again.

Mixing ratios are :
* in volume : 1 volume of AquaForte for 2 volumes of clean water
* in weight : 1 weight of AquaForte for 4 weights of clean water

Addition of resine on site is possible to improve resistance to wearing. 

Apply AquaForte with a large squared brush. A good stressing is necessary to insure a good 
penetration of the product.

The application could be done in one coat, but overlaying is possible to improve the covering (never
change the mixing ratio to improve covering !). Wait for complete drying of the previous coat 
before application of the next one.

Actually, please note than the covering can be judged once AquaForte's coat has dried. 

Consumption

In powder : 50 g/coat/m² 

AquaForte is often applied on 2 coats.

Conditioning

In 5 kg buckets.  White or mass-tinted.

Preservation

6 months, away from humidity in a dry and clean storage room, in the sealed original bucket.

Use within hours once mixed with water.
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